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Why call my daughter  in  900 miles away in San Francisco  which makes it appear that the Director can't communicate with me? Why plant wedges between my daughter and me? Why use my daughter to make me look bad? Can we look at the evidence before judging? Can we follow the medicine trails and then judge if the medicine trails are true or if what  Congressman Barber is being told is true?The medicines I received from SAVAHCS on May 9, 2013, and the medicines I received from NAVAHCS in three installments beginning on May 1, 2013,  said "Refill 4 of 4" (or 5 of 5 in one case) and "Last Refill".  But there was no fill 1, 2, or 3.  The one fill is made to appear as if 4 fills were sent.
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I took my telephone out to try to get the VA to leave a paper trail in their communications with me. Instead of leaving a paper trail the VA choose that to not communicate with me and make it appear as my fault.As if there were no other mean of vcommuicatiob. /As if paper trails communication
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Director uses one party removed (Ms Shaffer) to plant conflict between veteran's daughter and veteran
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This plants wedges between me and my daughter. 
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I don't understand why the Director refused to do as my daughter Kate Simmons asked.



 
 
 

1 Fill 2 VAs 
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I could not request my medicines through the VA web site because the "0 Refills Remaining" status would not allow it and my direct requests to the Director and the Pharmacist did not get a response. Then, without explanation, two VA's sent me medicine for 1 fill. VA 1, the Tucson VA, sent me medicine on May 9, 2013. The bottles read "Last Refill" and "Fill: 4 of 4", and the enclosed refill request forms read "No Refills Remaining" and "Fill: 4 of 4".  This means the first fill is the last fill. Only 1 fill is sent but the "Refill: 4 of 4" makes it appear as if 4 fills were sent. VA 2, the Prescott VA, started sending me medicine on May 1, 2013. It was sent in three parts: on May 1, June 17, and on June 28, 2013.  The bottles read "Last Refill" and "Fill: 4 of 4" or "Fill: 5 of 5", and the enclosed refill request forms read "No Refills Remaining" and "Refill: 4 of 4" or "Refill: 5 of 5". This means the first fill is the last fill. Only 1 fill is sent but the "Refill: 4 of 4" or "Refill: 5 of 5" makes it appear as if 4 or 5 fills were sent. What is the intent of sending 1 fill but making it appear as if 4 or 5 fills were sent? Is it a coincidence that two VA's did this?  For the same period? 



 
 
 

1 Fill VA 1 
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                                            Tucson VA  (SAVAHCS)VA 1, the Tucson VA, sent me medicine on May 9, 2013.  All the bottles say "Provider: Schmeling  R.". R. Schmeling is my current primary care provider. The bottles also say "Last Refill" and "Fill: 4 of 4" and all the enclosed refill request forms say "No Refills Remaining" and "Fill: 4 of 4".  This means the first fill is the last fill. Only 1 fill is sent but the "Refill: 4 of 4" makes it appear as if 4 fills  were sent.  The VA web site shows there are 0 refills remaining on May 6 and 0 refills remaining on July 1. It is not possible for 4 refills of 90 days each to occur in the 56 days between May 6 and July 1.What is the intent of sending 1 fill but making it appear as if 4 fills were sent?
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It is not possible for 4 refills of 90 days each to occur in the 56 days between May 6 and July 1. Only 1 fill is sent but it is made to appear as if 4 fills were sent. 
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Provider: Schmeling R.[Bottles dated] 05/09/2013 
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     Last Refill     Fill 4 of 4
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The first fill is the last fill. Only 1 fill is sent but it is made to appear as if 4 fills were sent. 
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The first fill is the last fill. Only 1 fill is sent but it is made to appear as if 4 fills were sent. 
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The first fill is the last fill. Only 1 fill is sent but it is made to appear as if 4 fills were sent. 
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The first fill is the last fill. Only 1 fill is sent but it is made to appear as if 4 fills were sent. 
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Date on bottle
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5/9/13
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It is not possible for 4 refills of 90 days each to occur in the 56 days between May 6 and July 1. Only 1 fill is sent but it is made to appear as if 4 fills were sent. 
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                                     Prescott VA  (NAVAHCS) VA 2, the Prescott VA, sent me medicine on May 1, June 17, and June 28, 2013. All the bottles say "Provider: Nanson J.". Nanson J. was my previous primary care provider. The bottles also say "Last Refill" and "Fill: 4 of 4" or "Fill: 5 of 5", and the enclosed refill request forms say "No Refills Remaining" and "Refill: 4 of 4" or "Refill: 5 of 5. This means the first fill is the last fill. Only 1 fill is sent but the "Refill: 4 of 4" or "Refill: 5 of 5" makes it appear as if 4 or 5 fills were sent. The VA web site shows there are 0 refills remaining on May 6 and 0 refills remaining on July 1. It is not possible for 4 fills of 90 days each or 5 refills of 60 days each to occur in the 56 days between May 6 and July 1.What is the intent of sending 1 fill but making it appear as if 4 or 5 fills were sent?(Comment: I did not print out the refill status just before May 1 because the status can only be printed out the day it is given.  I received the medicine dated May 1 after May 1: no notification or explanation was given.: and It took me some time to realize that I should try to protect myself from a frame up by printing out the refill status each day.)  
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It is not possible for 4 fills of 90 days each or 5 fills of 60 days each to occur in the 56 days between May 6 and July 1. Only 1 fill is sent but it is made to appear as if 4 or 5 fills were sent. 
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Provider:  Nanson  J.[Bottle dated]  05/01/2013
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Without explanation, I started to receive medicine from VA Prescott's Dr Nanson on May 1, 2013. I don't remember receiving any medicine from Dr Nanson  since he stopped being my primary care provider around September of 2012.
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    Last Refill    Fill 5 of 5 
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The first fill is the last fill. Only 1 fill is sent but it is made to appear as if 5 fills were sent. 
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    Last Refill     Fill 4 of 4 
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Provider:  Nanson  J.[Bottles dated]  06/17/2013
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The first fill is the last fill. Only 1 fill is sent but it is made to appear as if 4 fills were sent. 
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The first fill is the last fill. Only 1 fill is sent but it is made to appear as if 4 fills were sent. 
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     Last Refill     Fill 4 of 4 
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Provider:  Nanson  J.[Bottle dated]  06/28/2013
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The first fill is the last fill. Only 1 fill is sent but it is made to appear as if 4 fills were sent. 
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It is not possible for 4 fills of 90 days each or 5 fills of 60 days each to occur in the 56 days between May 6 and July 1. Only 1 fill is sent but it is made to appear as if 4 or 5 fills were sent. 
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                                                        1 fill not 4 fills from 2 VAsThe only way to find out where medicine went is to follow the medicine trails. There is no other way. If the medicine trails can't be followed something is wrong. If something is used to divert attention from the medicine trails such as character assassinations something is wrong. It has been my experience that character assassinations prevail.My medicine from the VA was stopped without explanation. Then, without explanation, two VA's sent me medicine: VA 1 (SAVAHCS) sent me medicine on May 9, 2013. VA 2 (NAVAHCS) started sending me medicine on May 1, 2013. It was sent in three parts: on May 1, June 17, and June 28, 2013. All the bottles and all the enclosed refill requests forms from both VAs read "Refill 4 of 4" (except one which read "Refill 5 of 5".But I did not receive a fill 1 of 4, 2 of 4, or 3 of 4 of any of these medicines. Why does it appear as if 4 fills were sent when only 1 fill was sent? Can we follow the medicine trails before any more judgments are made?                                                                       TimelineJune 3, 2013Congressman Ron Barber writes Director Gardner of VA 1 about my medicine.June 7, 2013Director Gardner's assistant Bernadette Schaeffer calls my daughter Kate Simmons in California and tells her that she thought I was getting so much medicine from two VAs that she is concerned that I will bleed to death:"Bernadette [Schaeffer] thought he may be getting too much medicine from 2 VAs that he could bleed out (To death) if this was the case"(From Kate Simmons email of June 24, 2013, to Anthony OConnell. Kate is trying to remember what she was told in the June 7th telephone call)June 13, 2013Director Gardner writes Congressman Ron Barber:"In reviewing Mr. O'Connell's records it was determined that he does not have a telephone. MsSchaeffer did contact his daughter Ms. Kate Simmons on June 7, 2013. Ms. Schaeffer confirmedthat, Mr. O'Connell is receiving medications from the Consolidated Medication OutpatientPharmacy and/or the SAVAHCS. He is also receiving medication from the Northern VA HealthCare System (NAVAHCS).(From Director Gardner's letter of June 13, 2013, to Congressman Ron Barber)
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 1 fill VA 1
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 1 fill VA 2


	                Two VA's
	                 1 fill  VA 1
	2013.05.06  0 refills remaining 
	Comment: On May 6, 2013,  I started printing out the daily refill status from the VA web site. Prior to that I did not recognize the need. The refil status can only be printed out on the day of the status as far as I can determine. For example, the refill status for November 7 could not be printed out on Novenber 8. 

	2013.05.09  medicine sent from Tucson VA (1 of 1)
	2013.05.09  enclosed refill requests forms

	2013.07.01  0 refills remaining 
	                1 fill  VA 2
	2013.05.06  0 refills remaining 
	2013.05.01  medicine sent from Prescott VA (1 of 3)
	2013.05.01  enclosed refill requests forms

	2013.06.17  medicine sent from Prescott VA (2 of 3)
	2013.06.17  enclosed refill requests forms

	2013.06.28  medicine sent from Prescott VA (3 of 3)
	2013.06.28   enclosed refill requests forms

	2013.07.01  0 refills remaining 
	2013.06.13  director to congressman barber



